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Our deepest desire is to create an environment 
where the talented artists are able to focus on their 
practice without compromises and sacrifices in 
order to create masterpieces that will stand the test 
of time, while our collectors are able to discover and 
invest in the classics of tomorrow.

TTo keep up with the times, the gallery’s strategy 
combines a strong digital presence with the 
participation in the major art fairs globally. We 
believe that this way we shouold be able to conect 
with the global audience of collectors who share 
our aesthetics.

The Russian Ark is a fine art gallery with the global 
reach, established in 2020 in Singapore.

Our mission is to strongly position young 
academically-trained figurative artists in the art 
world and to earn international recognition as 
number 1 place to explore and invest in their art. 

WeWe are committed to bringing to you the best of the 
Western figurative tradition, carried uninterrupted 
throughout the centuries. To achieve this goal, we 
hunt for the top graduates from the leading art 
academies in the world, inluding the famous Repin 
State Academic Institute of Painting, Sculpture and 
Architecture in St.Petersburg, Russia.

TheThe Russian Ark gallery only admits professional 
artists of the highest calibre pre-selected by our 
team of curators and art historians.
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Georgia O'Keeffe's famous exclamation “I hate 
flowers, I paint them because they're cheaper than 
models and they don't move!” though a little 
extreme is not devoid of truth.

HHowever, sometimes humblest objects in the barest 
room create the deepest spiritual experiences. 
Under a brush of a sensitive artist, objects are able 
to lose their mundane purpose and become a 
medium of transcendence.

  Golden peaches against a sky blue table linen, white 
objects trembling in the white environment or a 
stack of books leaning against each other - these 
still lives become a visual haiku, making you want to 
slow down and re-read them again.

In the world oversaturated with visual information 
and relentless clicking and browsing, we offer you 
just a few intimate still lives sitting there silently 
and begging you to slow down and notice the 
smallest of detail.

SmallSmall Is Beautiful is our first curated Capsule 
Collection that features 20 original paintings by the 
resident artists Eugeny Medvedev, Valeria 
Privalikhina, Samir Rakhmanov, Yaroslava 
Tichshenko and Yuriy Ushakov. 

EachEach selected artwork has own chromatic 
personality characterised by impeccably elegant 
bursts of vivid colour that join on the delicate 
palette dominated by neutrals - from cool stone 
grey to warmer rose, cream white and buttermilk.

SStill life is one of the humblest genres and yet one of 
the most revealing. Humble, because this is the first 
genre taught in any art school, being a wonderful 
playground for solving problems like composition, 
colour harmony, perspective, for rendering 
materiality, texture and weight of the various 
elements. Objects are there for as long as you need 
them,them, unlike a fainting smile or a rapidly vanishing 
sunset.

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
CAPSULE COLLECTION





Participating Artists

Eugeny MEDVEDEV
Valeria PRIVALIKHINA
Samir RAKMANOV
Yaroslava TICHSHENKO
Yuriy USHAKOV
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EUGENY MEDVEDEV
b.1993

Apples 

2020
AcAcrylic on cardboard
13.5 × 20 cm
5.3 × 7.9 inches
Signed and dated upper le : Medvedev 2020

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

EuEugeny Medvedev studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

WhWhat strikes the viewer in Eugeny Medvedev’s works, and 
in this still life in particular, is the astonishing intensity 
condensed into just a few square inches. Despite 
depicting perfectly palpable and three-dimensional 
objects, the artwork refuses to reveal how it has been 
done. Eugeny’s inimitable variety of marks and shapes, as 
well as his constantly changing optics, creates a 
harmoniousharmonious and complex visual music that holds your 
attention for a long time.  

Eugeny highlights that every genre offers different 
opportunities: “Still life is a symphony forms, hues and 
textures. It allows you to look at the objects of the physical 
world as if these were abstract shapes, to look at it with a 
fresh pair of eyes, putting aside anything you previously 
knew.”
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VALERIA PRIVALIKHINA
b.1990

Apple Tree

2020
Oil on Oil on canvas
50 × 40 cm
19.7 × 15.7 inches
Signed lower right : V.Privalikhina

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

VValeria Privalikhina studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

Painted right under the apple tree in the garden of the 
artist’s grandparents in Tolyatti, this piece is as emotional 
as it seems simple.

TheThere is something both momentary and timeless, 
fragmentary and universal about this scene. Foliage 
moved by breeze caresses the crisp apples rendered in 
beautiful shades of pink and light pistachio. Unassuming 
yet virtuoso brushwork elevates the subject well above 
the mundane.  
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VALERIA PRIVALIKHINA
b.1990

Lavender 

2020
Oil on Oil on canvas
40 × 25 cm
15.7 × 9.8 inches
Monogrammed lower le : VP

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

VValeria Privalikhina studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

WhWhat makes this intimate still life so iconic is its refined 
economy of expression combined with a pastel palette, 
from the gold-infused background to strong passages of 
pale amaranth in the foreground. A few touches of azure 
blue and white on the subject matter is all that is needed 
to establish both the form and the general mood.

VValeria comments: “This petite glass bottle is a habitué in 
my studio. That day, I saw it with new eyes: positioned 
against strong sunlight, it melted into the background to 
create an elegant contrast to the deep violet lavender bou-
quet.” 

The same subject matter appears in Valeria’s White Still 
Life, while demonstrating a very differnt interpretation 
and mood.

FIG. 1
Valeria Privalikhina, White Stil Life, oil on 
canvas, 2020, 30 x 40 cm 
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VALERIA PRIVALIKHINA
b.1990

Lilies 

2019
Oil on Oil on canvas
50 × 30 cm
19.7 × 11.8 inches
Signed lower right in Cyrillic : V.Privalikhina

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

VValeria Privalikhina studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

Elongated brushstrokes of ivory white and luminous 
emerald fuse effortlessly in Valeria Privalikhina’s painting 
to convey the essence of these noble flowers. 
Atmospheric and nonchalant, the painting bears an 
unmistakable touch of fin de siècle aesthetics.

“I“I painted these lilies from life on a momentary impulse, 
unable to resist their beauty and enticing aroma.”— 
Valeria recalls. 
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VALERIA PRIVALIKHINA
b.1990

Peaches 

2020
Oil on Oil on canvas
50 × 40 cm
19.7 × 15.7 inches
Signed lower right : V.Privalikhina

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

VValeria Privalikhina studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

What stands out immediately in this still life is its powerful 
composition and a refined colour scheme: dusty apricot 
transitioning into sunny amber and then into deep 
tangerine, creating an elegant contrast to the cool 
porcelain plates and sky-blue table linen.

“It“It was summer and I had set my mind on painting peaches 
in my studio, inspired by their warm colour and delicate 
texture. Soon I found that rendering their skin and form is 
comparable to, if not harder, than painting those of a 
human.”— recalls the artist. 
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VALERIA PRIVALIKHINA
b.1990

Still Life With an Apple 

2019
Oil on Oil on canvas
40 × 50 cm
15.7 × 19.7 inches
Signed on the back of the canvas

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

VValeria Privalikhina studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

ThisThis artwork holds a deep personal significance for the 
artist: “For a year I worked on my diploma project 
dedicated to Claude Monet, hardly leaving the studio other 
than for a field trip to France. This simple coffee mug and 
an apple were my usual companions during all this time, 
so I decided to paint them as a memory of time and space. 
Unassuming, fragmentary, and irregular, this still life for 
me beme became a metaphor for human existence.” 

Even without dwelling on the symbolism of the apple, this 
still life offers a multitude of readings. Composition-wise, 
it is “certainly uncertain”, with strong diagonals and 
primordial geometric shapes dissolving in the most 
unexpected places. Refreshingly honest, soothing in its 
blue-dominated palette, it is one of those paintings that 
you can keep rediscovering.
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SAMIR RAKHMANOV 
b.1994

Still Life No.6 

2019
Oil on Oil on canvas
50 × 40 cm
19.7 × 15.7 inches
Signed on the back of the canvas

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

Samir Samir Rakhmanov studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

This still life was painted in the artist’s graduation year in 
a workshop at the Saint-Petersburg Academy of Arts. 
“Having a continuous interest in the possibilities of laconic 
white still lives, in this work I attempt to seek harmony in 
the simplest means of expression.”—comments Samir.

TheThere is something so primordial and effortless about this 
work that it seems familiar even when encountered for 
the first time. Three vessels of varying shapes and colour 
are placed against a neutral background, creating an 
unassuming yet elegant symphony.

TheThe metaphysical appeal of the common objects is 
intensified by the inimitable quality of the painting 
surface—smooth, pitted or patchy depending on the 
relative fluidity of the paint.
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SAMIR RAKHMANOV 
b.1994

Still Life With Books 

2018
Oil on Oil on cardboard
40 × 30 cm
15.7 × 11.8 inches
Signed lower le : Rakhmanov

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

Samir Samir Rakhmanov studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

OOverwhelmingly universal, this work reveals the lyricism 
contained in the common objects, such as old books. 
They lean gracefully against each other, united not only 
compositionally but also through the alternation of ivory 
and blue shades resonating within the translucent grey 
backdrop. A fragile monument of stillness and nuance.

““I love reading,” explains Samir, “I love books, and even the 
way they look. In this still life I captured the books that I had 
in my room in Azerbaijan. They are all pretty vintage, many 
of them I used to read as a school kid. As such, the painting 
turned out to become an artistic investigation on memory 
and knowledge.”
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SAMIR RAKHMANOV 
b.1994

Still Life With Glass Vessels 

2020
Oil on Oil on canvas
60 × 40 cm
23.6 × 15.7 inches
Signed on the back of the canvas

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

Samir Samir Rakhmanov studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

Palpable and dreamlike, the glass vessels in this work are 
quietly arresting. 

ThoughThough painted during the quarantine of 2020, the work 
has no sense of doom or claustrophobia about it. On the 
contrary, with its lightweight brush marks and a subtle 
interplay of warm and cool shades, it breathes and 
vibrates.

SamirSamir comments on this work: “To convey the feeling of 
lightness and even weightlessness of transparent objects is 
a difficult but interesting task for a painter. This is my 
attempt to achieve that goal”.

28
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SAMIR RAKHMANOV 
b.1994

Still Life With a Vase and a Red Sponge 

2019
Oil on Oil on canvas
50 × 40 cm
19.7 × 15.7 inches
Signed lower middle : Rakhmanov

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

Samir Samir Rakhmanov studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

The objects in this still life are rendered with the 
disarming existential simplicity and quiet mastery typical 
of Samir Rakhmanov’s best works. There is something 
deeply moving in the acute lone red accent and the 
imperceptible tilt of the table.

AAccording to the artist, this painting is from a series in 
which he “investigated the relationship between a vase 
and its white environment, trying to find rhythm and 
harmony between dark and light colour masses”.

TTransforming material presence into a composition of 
pure colour and form is not rare in art; what is rare is 
maintaining both optics: a decorative flatness in the 
arrangement of planes of colour on the one hand and 
special depth and a convincing three-dimensionality of 
objects on the other.
.
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YAROSLAVA TICHSHENKO 
b.1989

Blue Vases

2019
Oil on Oil on plywood
23 × 39.5 cm
9.1 × 15.6 inches
Signed on the back of the artwork

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYaroslava Tichshenko’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

“Naturally, I am attracted by oriental motifs, ornaments, 
and vivid colours. It is with objects like these that my love 
for still life began.“— explains Yaroslava.

TheThe blue vases and jugs set against a neutral background 
are typical of Yaroslava Tichshenko’s work as they 
showcase her interest in both laconicism and 
decorativeness, two opposing forces she artfully fused in 
this simple yet dynamic composition.

TheThe artist recalls: “Each vessel in this still life has a story. 
The blue jugs were bought at a flea market—so tiny, in 
deep ultramarine--they fit in the palm of one hand. The 
ceramic vases were bought on my trip to Uzbekistan. As my 
trip progressed from Bukhara to Samarkand to Khiva, my 
luggage was being progressively filled with hand-made 
and hand-painted ceramics. Those ceramic objects are not 
vevery practical – they get chipped and scratched easily – but 
for my purposes they were just perfect!”

The artist oen paints still life on plywood instead of a 
canvas, with linseed oil as her main medium, a practice 
that allows her achieve a higher gloss and a greater 
viscosity of the paint, which suit her goals.
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YAROSLAVA TICHSHENKO 
b.1989

Still Life With a Statuette of Papier-Mâché 

2020
Oil on Oil on plywood
40.5 × 30 cm
15.9 × 11.8 inches
Signed on the back of the artwork

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYaroslava Tichshenko’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

In this work, items seem to hold little personal 
significance; rather, they belong to a world where silence 
reigns and time is suspended.

TheThe perfectly balanced composition in a warm yet muted 
palette echoes meditative character and metaphysical 
undertones not only of Morandi’s paintings but also of de 
Chirico, specifically his Pittura metafisica, with its 
elongated shadows and dream-like sense of volume. 

YYaroslava admits: “I am visually stimulated by novel 
unexpected silhouettes and am on a constant look out for 
them. In this work, on top of an oddly shaped vase and a 
paper coffee cup, I included a statuette of papier-mâché 
created and gied to me by a local artist. Another thing 
that inspired me to paint this composition is its nuanced 
combination of colours: a mix of white pearl and iridescent 
ochochres.”

34
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YAROSLAVA TICHSHENKO 
b.1989

Two Blue, Two Yellow

2019
Oil on Oil on plywood
43.5 × 29.5 cm
17.1 × 11.6 inches
Signed on the back of the artwork

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYaroslava Tichshenko’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

“Still life is a delight as a genre. Simple, spontaneous and 
meditative, it allows us to observe and rejoice in the pure 
colour and form.

“I“I typically take time rearranging the objects until I find a 
composition that pleases me. This one surprised me with 
its joyful alternation of elements: two blue, two yellow, two 
rectangles, two circles. Like a game of checkers, the 
interplay of these objects places them on the verge of 
losing their material presence and meaning”. 

WithWith a limited alphabet of boldly coloured apples and 
disproportionately tiny jugs, Yaroslava creates an 
optimistic visual poem where shades of lime, gold, and 
deep ultramarine vibrate against the translucent grey 
backdrop.

InIn this powerful composition, Yaroslava blends a 
traditional genre of still life with an acutely modern 
aesthetic. Carrying forth the legacy of Cézanne and 
Morandi, she fills this work with an optimistic curiosity 
and fascination with the visible world and with individual 
ways of seeing.
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YAROSLAVA TICHSHENKO 
b.1989

Vase and Dish With Pomegranates

2019
Oil on Oil on plywood
37 × 40 cm
14.6 × 15.7 inches
Signed on the back of the artwork

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYaroslava Tichshenko’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

“I look for interesting objects and shapes all around me – 
on flea markets, in retail stores, at friend’s homes. And I am 
so thrilled when I encounter a fascinating find.”—shares 
Yaroslava.

RRecognizing the humble beauty of intentional simplicity, 
we can see Yaroslava Tichshenko’s painting approach as 
sensual rather than rational. 

InIn this painting, the artist gracefully juxtaposes opposites 
– natural with the manmade, rustic with the elaborate, 
nuanced greys with dazzling bursts of carmine, simplicity 
with ornateness, all rendering this still life an exemplar of 
the duality characteristic of Yaroslava’s works.

40
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YAROSLAVA TICHSHENKO 
b.1989

White Still Life 

2019
Oil on Oil on plywood
44 × 40 cm
17.3 × 15.7 inches
Signed on the back of the artwork

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYaroslava Tichshenko’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

Meditative and nuanced, Yaroslava’s White Still Life is a 
perfect antidote to the raucous modern world with all of 
its complexity, over-stimulation, and vertigo-inducing 
speed. 

TheThe artist shares on her love for simplicity: “The world is 
already complex and confusing. Because our eyes are 
looking for rest,  succinctness and clarity in art is 
something I value greatly. For example, I admire the 
arresting simplicity of Morandi’s work which features 
subtle colours and shapes, as well as a dash of refreshing 
naivety”.

WithWith the calculated precision of a classical composition, 
Yaroslava transforms real objects into something 
transcendental. In White Still Life, the curving, structurally 
intentional shapes of the vase and seashells are 
reminiscent of scattered Roman ruins: eternal, still, and 
bathed in the summer light. 

SimilarSimilar to Morandi, whose work inspired Yaroslava’s 
practice, in this painting, Yaroslava managed to render 
objects palpable and dream-like, abstracted of time and 
space.

YYaroslava further notes: “Pale objects actually contain rich 
colour variation, but you have to look very carefully for it. 
Light is multi-coloured, so when it touches white objects, its 
spectral qualities are revealed”.
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YAROSLAVA TICHSHENKO 
b.1989

Yellow Roses 

2020
Oil on Oil on plywood
35 × 34 cm
13.8 × 13.4 inches
Signed lower right in Cyrillic : Yaroslava

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYaroslava Tichshenko’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

The artist explains: “My favourite flowers are lilacs, 
gladioli, and irises. Among roses, I prefer withering ones to 
the fresh ones. Oen at friends’ houses, when I see that they 
are about to be discarded as they are fading, I ask for them. 
For me there is a lot of poetry in the flowers’ elegant decay.”

ThisThis still life offers a playful interplay of chromatic 
opposites and balanced architectures. Yaroslava chooses 
and arranges shapes and colours with great precision to 
achieve spatial equilibrium, while balancing the curved 
and straight harmoniously.

YYellow Roses is another powerful composition in which 
Yaroslava blends a traditional genre of painting with a 
thoroughly modern semi-abstracted aesthetic.

“It is very difficult to simplify, and yet, so important.”— 
summarizes Yaroslava.
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YURIY USHAKOV
b.1992

Flowers on a Dark Background

2018
Oil on Oil on canvas
50 × 38 cm
19.7 × 15 inches
Signed on the back of the canvas

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYuriy Ushakov’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

“This oil study was painted in a late summer evening. I was 
captivated by the flowers’ intense yet so blue colour. Even 
in the dark, they seemed to glow, not due to the tone, but 
due to the intensity of their hue.”—recalls Yuriy.

YYuriy Ushakov’s work, and this still life in particular, 
remind us that a strong technical base is liberating, not 
restrictive. Draughtsmanship and freedom go 
hand-in-hand in allowing the artist to push the 
boundaries of figurative painting to a quasi-abstract 
domain without forsaking the convincingness of the 
subject matter.
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YURIY USHAKOV
b.1992

Flowers on a White Background

2018
Oil on Oil on canvas
40 × 30 cm
15.7 × 11.8 inches
Signed on the back of the canvas

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYuriy Ushakov’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

With unmistakable accuracy and freedom, Yuriy models 
blue flower buds trembling in the fading light of a cool 
summer evening. He creates the sparkling, sapphire-like 
effect by using subtle nuances of color, tone and viscosity 
of the paint.

ThisThis study was painted in the early evening. Yuriy recalls: 
“I painted these flowers in the summer of 2018. The flowers 
grew in a flower bed near the house. What got me interest-
ed was their blue colour – intense and so at the same 
time. I managed to capture it using the luminous cobalt 
blue oil paint. ” 
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YURIY USHAKOV
b.1992

Still Life With a Cactus

2018
Oil on Oil on canvas
40 × 30 cm
15.7 × 11.8 inches
Signed on the back of the canvas

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYuriy Ushakov’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

““In Russia, a cactus is a typical inhabitant of almost any 
windowsill, and at the same time one can hardly get bored 
with it. Its peculiar shape and a window placement make it 
possible to observe it in different lighting conditions. This 
particular artwork was painted closer to sunset.”—shares 
the artist.

ThisThis modestly sized still life nonetheless encapsulates the 
essence of Yuriy Ushakov’s style: free and fluid brushwork, 
unassuming draughtsmanship and a delicate palette. 
There is something touching and naïve in the slight tilt of 
the cactus, in its unaggressive spikes and in the so blue 
light enveloping the subject.
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YURIY USHAKOV
b.1992

Still Life With White Casts

2019
Oil on Oil on canvas
80 × 65 cm
31.5 × 25.6 inches
Signed on the back of the canvas

Authenticity of the artwork is attested by a certfificate of 
authenticity signed by the artist.

PROVENANCE

YYuriy Ushakov’s studio.

CATALOGUE NOTE

SomeSome random objects – plaster moulds used to produce 
doll heads, unfinished sketches, a piece of wire and other 
attributes of a doll-maker – are delicately assembled in 
this ephemeral still life. Due to the tasteful alternation of 
warm and cool notes the surface seems to vibrate in an 
abstracted, shimmering atmosphere. 

ThisThis work is connected with Portrait of Sonia in which 
Yuriy expanded on the theme of doll-making.

Yuriy comments: “Many painters experiment with white on 
white. For a figurative artist – in particular – working with a 
white theme allows for detachment from figuration and a 
step into the abstract domain.” 

FIG. 1
Yuriy Ushakov, Portrait of Sonia, oil on canvas, 2019, 
90 x 105 cm 
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